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Abstract: Data processing agreements in health data management are laid out by organisations in
monolithic “Terms and Conditions” documents written in natural legal language. These top-down
policies usually protect the interest of the service providers, rather than the data owners. They
are coarse-grained and do not allow for more than a few opt-in or opt-out options for individuals
to express their consent on personal data processing, and these options often do not transfer to
software as they were intended to. In this paper, we study the problem of health data sharing and
we advocate the need for individuals to describe their personal contract of data usage in a formal,
machine-processable language. We develop an application for sharing patient genomic information
and test results, and use interactions with patients and clinicians in order to identify the particular
peculiarities a privacy/policy/consent language should offer in this complicated domain. We present
how Semantic Web technologies can have a central role in this approach by providing the formal
tools and features required in such a language. We present our ongoing approach to construct an
ontology-based framework and a policy language that allows patients and clinicians to express
fine-grained consent, preferences or suggestions on sharing medical information. Our language
offers unique features such as multi-party ownership of data or data sharing dependencies. We
evaluate the landscape of policy languages from different areas, and show how they are lacking major
requirements needed in health data management. In addition to enabling patients, our approach helps
organisations increase technological capabilities, abide by legal requirements, and save resources.

Keywords: data sharing; consent; privacy policies; privacy languages; genomic data; genomic
medicine; health data management

1. Introduction

Data sharing in health data management is often a tedious and manual process. In different
organisations there are usually processes in place so that physicians can share data regarding a
particular patient (e.g., a diagnosis, or medical tests’ and results) with other medical professionals
that care for the same patient. Medical data sharing, either for patient care or for clinical research,
requires bilateral, custom-crafted, lengthy data access agreements, written in natural language, and set
between clinicians, researchers, and the health institutions. These agreements leave very little space
for customisation. More importantly, individual patients have very little voice in how their data is
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used and shared beyond a high-level consent form that states data may be shared to other consultants.
At best, patients are offered a few opt-in/out choices on coarse-grained features of the sharing.

This landscape becomes much more complicated due to the nature of medical data, especially
in medical genetics where the boundaries of ownership and control of data are blurry and where
additional people not initially involved in the clinical process might have an interest or even a right to
obtain information and data. For example, the English case of ABC vs. St George’s NHS Trust and
others was discussed in the High Court in November 2019. The patient (XX) received a diagnosis of
Huntington’s disease (HD) – a hereditary condition with a 50% chance of passing it on to offspring
– with no cure and likely early death. The patient’s pregnant daughter (ABC) did not know of XX’s
condition and that it was heritable, and his clinicians discussed whether she had a right to know.
They discussed this with XX, who refused consent for ABC to be told as he was concerned she would
terminate her pregnancy. ABC, who was later tested and found to have inherited the gene mutation for
HD, claims that XX’s clinicians were neglectful for not communicating his diagnosis to her. Situations
like this case will occur more often as genetic testing and genomic medicine is adopted more widely in
general medical practice, highlighting the consideration of if and when it may be appropriate to make
relatives aware of risks discovered through the testing of a single person, which can be done without
breaching confidentiality and without the patient’s consent [1].

To address such complex scenarios and requirements, in this paper we advocate the need, and
present an initial approach, for machine-processable data sharing agreements in the health data
management domain. This paper includes and extends [2]. We evaluate several related approaches
and languages for expressing privacy preferences, sharing policies and consent on data-sharing. We
find that most of these approaches specify coarse-grained policies, using predefined options, present
mostly “accept/reject” agreements that do not offer flexibility for partial access, and, most importantly,
do not capture the pragmatic necessities that we identify in health, and particular genetic data sharing.

A simple scenario which is not expressible in other approaches, and that we would like to capture,
is the fact that clinicians might suggest or advise patients to share their data with relatives but the final
choice usually lies with patient. People who have genetic tests for hereditary diseases are advised
to inform close relatives who may also have inherited the same condition. However, up to 42% of
relatives remain uninformed [3–8]. The result of an individual’s genetic test can suggest that close
relatives may have the same result, and with this information they can make informed decisions about
their own testing, screening programs, or preventative treatment.

To understand the processes that take place, we have developed an application, myKinMatters,
that allows us to explore how users can specify permissions and consent. myKinMatters, shown
in Figure 1 offers patients a secure way of sharing their genetic test results electronically with their
relatives and has a variety of functions i.e. supports the patient with creating a family tree; allows the
patient to take their family tree to their clinician who can mark on the app which relatives could benefit
from being given the information; allows the patient to upload their genetic test result document
along with any other documents they wish to share; send documents electronically to relative’s
email or mobile phone; and track which relatives have opened the documents. We co-designed
myKinMatters with clinicians and health professionals at a University Hospital Trust, and have
deployed the application with test users in simulated scenarios as part of intervention trials.

Through our analysis we have identified five major requirements that are particular to health data
sharing: (i) the need to define complex, previously undefined, classes of individuals to share data with,
e.g., "share data with all females on the patient’s mother’s side", (ii) data sharing dependencies, for
example, a patient wants to share with their siblings only if their mother learns first, or in contrast, only
if their siblings are not going to share it further, (iii) data sharing instigation, e.g., the clinician might
suggest or advise that the patient should share the data with someone in their family and we would
like to record this action, as well as whether the patient actually shares the data or not, (iv) multi-party
privileges on data, e.g., control of genetic data might not belong to one individual in particular but to
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an entire family, or a clinician might have an obligation to override a patient’s preference, and (v) areas
where permission to share may be different where the data is anonymized.

Our first requirement points us to use an ontology-based approach, ontologies being
shared vocabularies, machine-processable conceptualisations of a domain of interest
(https://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/ontology). For example, our approach allows us to
employ a pedigree genealogical ontology such as [9], which in combination with familial relationship
inference rules, e.g., "all female siblings of a mother are maternal aunts", enables us to offer complex
sharing customisation options to patients and clinicians. We perform a comparative analysis that
shows that our identified requirements are not captured by existing approaches or languages, and
so in this paper we investigate the use of an ontology-based data sharing framework, designed in
modular way so as to support our identified challenges as well as future unforeseen requirements.
Some aspects of medical data sharing prove deeper and more challenging than others, such as the
support of multi-party privileges on data which can lead to conflicting statements, for which we also
present a conflict detection algorithm and present a conflict resolution intervention that will work with
humans (clinicians and patients) to reach a solution.

Our contributions are the following:

1. We discuss the case of health data ownership and point out the intricacies and complexities of
this matter that are particular to health data.

2. We construct and deploy an application for sharing familial data to study user and clinician
policies, preferences and consent. Using this system, and literature on patient-family data sharing,
we gather a set of real health-based use cases that reveal challenges and requirements of data
sharing agreements (Section 2). This informs the design of the building blocks of our framework.

3. We present an ontology to describe the actors, data types and processes that require capturing
as part of a permissions-based genetic data sharing system in Section 4 and an ontology-based
policy language in Section 5 that can work with our or any other ontology and allows multiple
owners, fine-grained identification of resources and sharing requirements, definition of complex
classes of individuals and data sharing policies. Multiple privileges might end up in a conflict.

4. We present a review of data sharing policies and machine-enforceable contracts. We map related
approaches and identify their disadvantages in Section 6. We compare these languages to our
framework and do an analysis with respect to meeting use case needs and detecting and dealing
with conflicts in a real world setting.

2. Real Health Use Cases and Requirements of Data Sharing

In this work2 we focus on genetic health information, as experts have advised that the treatment
of some of this data should be considered to be being owned by the family, not the individual [10].
Consider genetic diseases that have a known hereditary pattern, such as Huntington’s, in which
children have a 50% likelihood of inheriting the disease from a parent who has it. Current court
decisions in the UK indicate that genetic risk of Huntington’s can be considered familial, rather than
confidential to an individual [10]. The actual diagnosis of the disease is still an individual’s private
data, but the risk and identified genetics can effectively be considered owned by the a family.

In order to fully understand how patients and consultants understand and interact with genetic
health information, we built myKinMatters (Fig. 1). myKinMatters is designed to explore the decision
making processes around the sharing of genetic test results. Users can construct family trees using a
simple form-based interface. These trees can then form the basis of discussion with clinicians as to who
in the family tree information should be shared with. myKinMatters allows users to share test result
information via email with members on the family tree. The system allows the anonymous sharing of
test results, providing an email handshake system enabling identity confirmation before sharing.

Through co-design with clinicians and observations of patient usage, which are ongoing as part
of an NHS-based user study, the following requirements were identified with respect to individuals’
setting sharing-policies over their data:
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Figure 1. myKinMatters provides patients and clinicians with the ability to view genetic information
and choose the data sharing policies that are appropriate for the individual, their family and medical
care.

1. The ability for both patients and clinicians to express with whom data should be shared. When
describing individuals to share data with, we can either define groups of users or allow patients
to use complex classes and relationships, e.g., "all of my mother’s sisters". The clinicians also use
complex classes and relationships, but might use different terminology, e.g., “maternal aunts”.

2. Record the process both patients and clinicians work through to determine what data should be
shared with whom. In many of the observed interactions, the clinician must prompt the patient
and suggest that the patient should share the data with a family member. This advice is not
always taken, but the clinician’s instigation is recorded.

3. Patients construct family trees in terms of genealogy, while clinicians express advice based on
pedigree family trees; the system needs to be able to understand the relationship between these.

4. The system needs to understand what sharing has taken place so far as this may impact on future
sharing decisions.

5. There will be generic information related to conditions that users might wish to include alongside
shared test results, such as disease information or support information.

6. Patients have complex data sharing dependencies and wish to carefully manage the rate and
spread of data, based on what other family members know, and when they know it.

7. With genetic data, some genetic information is owned by the family, while the diagnosis and
disease progression is specific to a patient.

Based on observations of patient interactions, we can see several core examples of genetic
information sharing among patients, families and clinicians. These were simplified and translated into
Use Cases in Table 1.

UC1 highlights the very basic concerns that can be expressed in a family, and showcases how
conflicts can arise. In this case, Alice was diagnosed with an autosomal dominant genetic disease as
an adult. In such a case, the clinician would recommend that all first degree relatives be informed
and tested. Alice wishes to share with all of her siblings, but her identical sister, also an owner of the
data, does not wish their brother to know. Note, this is not necessarily a malicious statement, but can
arise in complex family situations. Moreover, because Alice’s identical twin sister has identical genetic
information, the clinician’s statement of “first degree relatives” applies to both Alice and her sister,
even though this would include Alice’s second degree relatives (i.e. her sister’s children).
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Table 1. Genetic sharing use cases with multi-party consent needs.

id Name Disease Pattern User Sharing Policy

UC1 Basic Autosomal Dominant
Patient Alice Share with my siblings and children.
Alice’s twin Never share with Brother Ali.
Clinician Share with first degree relatives

UC2 Family vs. Pedigree X-linked Recessive Patient Bob Share all information with all siblings.
Clinician Share with mother and her children.

UC3 Age Concerns Autosomal Dominant Patient Cathy Share with my children, siblings.
Cathy’s partner Share with the children after they are 15.

Females at Risk Clinician Share with first degree relatives

UC4 Anonymous X-linked Recessive Patient Doug Share with all my children, but anonymize
information.

Clinician Share with mother and her children.

UC5 Conditions Gonadal Mosaicism Patient Erica Share all information with all my children. Don’t
share the results with my nieces and nephews
directly, share with their moms.

Clinician Share with children.

UC6 Order Matters Autosomal Recessive Patient Fran Share with my sister only after my mother has
been informed.

Clinician Share with spouse. If carrier, share with all
children.

UC7 Groups of Documents Somatic mutation Patient Greg My children to see one of, not both the results.
Clinician – (not heritable)

UC2 shows the difference between patient and consultant terminology. Bob uses language from
the family tree “siblings”, which could include adopted sisters, half-brothers, etc. Because the disease is
X-linked recessive, if Bob has it, his mother, Barbara, could be a carrier. Barbara’s biological daughters
could be carriers, and her biological sons will have the disease. To a clinician, the pedigree relationships
of interest are based on inheritance patterns (e.g., mother and her biological children).

The concern over the protection of minors, and when children can and should be informed about
their bodies is shown in UC3, in which Cathy wishes to share the information with her siblings and
children, while her partner believes the children should not be informed before they are fifteen years
old. Because the disease itself is autosomal dominant, Cathy’s children have a 50% chance of inheriting
it. There are other flavours of sharing in restricted ways beyond setting an age limit upon access of
information. UC4 acknowledges that because of the privacy concerns of each individual, there need
to be gradations in what is actually shared. In this case, Doug specifically asks for an anonymized
version of the resource to be distributed instead of the actual resource itself.

Continuing with the concern for minors theme, in UC5, Erica wishes to share information with
her children, but instead of sharing with her nieces and nephews, she is only comfortable sharing
with their mothers, and letting them decide how much to divulge. Because her disease is caused by
a gonadal mosaicism, the only individuals who could be affected by the disease are Erica’s children;
therefore, the clinician recommends sharing only with them.

UC6 illustrates cases where sharing may have specific time or disclosure-order conditions such as
not sharing until certain conditions are true. In this case, an autosomal recessive disease is found in
Fran. She has a 25% chance of passing this disease on to her children, but only if her partner is also a
carrier. As such, the clinician has a series of dependencies in the testing and sharing of results. The
clinician recommends that Fran’s partner be shared with and tested. If Fran’s partner is a carrier, then
all children should be shared with and tested. At the same time, Fran has other time-sensitive sharing
concerns. She does not want her sister to know anything until her mother is informed.

Finally, UC7 acknowledges that clinical test results can take several forms, from full tests results,
through to summaries and anonymized results. In this case, Greg has a somatic mutation that has
resulted in a disease. A series of tests have identified that Greg does not have an inheritable genetic
disease, and he only wishes to share some pieces of that information. In fact, Greg is willing for either
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the genetic test showing no chromosomal abnormalities or the screen for specific genetic markers to
be shared, but not both. The clinician does not recommend sharing with any additional individuals
because the underlying cause was found to be a somatic mutation, not an inherited genetic variant.

This analysis exposes several requirements with major ones being:

1. The need to define complex descriptions of individuals which you cannot always predetermine.
A privacy policy management and data sharing system should have abilities to define complex
classes such as the complex classes in ontologies or description logics [11].

2. The need to impose sharing dependencies, such as decisions to share based on history of sharing,
or imposing a particular time order to the sharing of data or information.

3. The need to capture, actions, obligations but of equal importance, suggestions or instigations for
sharing. The fact that a clinician suggests that the patient should share information with several
individuals needs to be recorded as a first-class citizen in the events that are taking place in the
data management system. This might be important for historic, legal or accountability reasons.

4. The need to capture different privileges or even ownership rights on the data. There is an ongoing
policy discussion about ownership of genetic data and any data management and sharing system
should take into account this peculiarity which might even lead to conflicts in the policy.

5. In our use cases some data might be anonymized and some not and this at different times
for different parties. Decisions about sharing might depend on the anonymization of the data
but also the converse: decisions about anonymizing depend on the sharing preferences. This
dynamic interplay of anonymization and sharing is particular in health data management.

Notice that in many of the Use Cases, conflict exists between individuals. For example, in UC1,
Alice, her twin and the clinician all conflict on the exact set of individuals to share with. Alice wishes
to share with a greater set than the clinician recommends; Alice’s twin with a narrower set than
the clinician recommends. In this case, how do we resolve this conflict? One of the immediate
outcome of interviews with patients and clinicians is the statement that conflict resolution and sharing
should not happen automatically. Instead, the conflicts should be identified so that individuals can
maintain agency. In addition to maintaining individual control, the exact ownership and distribution
is dependent upon laws and regulations. Instead, we should allow individuals to express priority in
terms of what sharing is most important.

To address these challenges in this paper we introduce an ontology-based, multi-privileges data
access policy language.

3. The need for new policy languages and policy management systems

Our use cases expose a need different to traditional data privacy or security. Traditional
data privacy approaches such as privacy[12], k-anonymity[13], or l-diversity[14], offer top-down,
coarse-grained and authoritative privacy policies. These approaches coming from the Web,
Cubersecurity, Artificial Intelligence or Data Management communities focus on either suppressing or
altering (e.g., by masking, generalizing or inserting noise) information before it is released in order to
achieve de-identification or ensure confidentiality of individuals’ identities. Differently, approaches
that focus on denying access rather than distorting information, are access control approaches, such as
the common role-based [15] and attribute-based [16]. These approaches aim to completely disallow
access to certain data, depending on roles/attributes of users and purposes, in order to maintain
confidentiality of private information.

The basic assumption made by privacy technologies is that they protect against a non-trusted
party, or an adversary. Thus they restrict data access or aim to protect a secret; such as the identity of
an individual. In contrast there is not much focus on supporting automated approaches for privacy
enforcing against relatively trusted parties. Limited focus in this direction was given by the so-called
Privacy Enhancing Technologies, that offer languages for large scale systems and the World Wide Web.
The now deprecated W3C standard of the P3P language (https://www.w3.org/P3P/) would be used
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by web servers to specify their data handling practices in policies and web clients to state their own
privacy preferences; based on an automatic match/mismatch between the two parts a webpage would
be visited or not. These languages, similarly to "Terms and Conditions", are top-down, coarse-grained
and they do not offer much customisation. Moreover they present "accept all or nothing" options and
do not offer negotiation or partial access. These reasons led to an abandonment of most approaches
and the proliferation of legal, natural language, “Terms of Use” agreements.

In this paper, we advocate the need for a paradigm shift, and suggest the design of
machine-processable privacy language able to express sharing agreements, tailored to health data
sharing and based on semantic web technologies which can provide common shared vocabularies
for data sharing intentions and agreements. We also believe such a language should come with the
algorithmic machinery that is needed to process these agreements. One can build on top of more general
schemas such as FOAF, and schema.org that can be used to describe persons and personal data, or
DICOM [17] for modeling healthcare and medical imaging metadata. Mulitple ongoing approaches use
knowledge graphs to capture aspects of data sharing agreements. The Open Digital Rights Language
(ODRL) [18] is a policy expression language that models content, services, actions, prohibitions, and
obligations. PROV-O [19] models provenance information generated in different systems and under
different contexts. More interestingly, the SPECIAL [20] project provides a vocabulary for expressing
consent together with data processing workflows which take such consent into account, while in [21]
the authors develop an ontology that models privacy policies described in actual medical research
data sharing agreements. Starting from such Knowledge Graphs we envision different entities able
encode their preferences and intentions of data usage in a machine understandable way and have data
processing algorithms automatically enforce these preferences. In order to achieve this, the developed
vocabularies have to be backed by the development of generic and re-applicable algorithms; possibly
borrowing from data integration [22] or ontology-based query answering [23].

There is a need to develop theoretical results, algorithms and systems for expressing, supporting
and managing detailed privacy preferences, personal consent and bilateral agreements of data access,
usage and sharing. Systems need to achieve the following:

1) Create a bottom-up setting where individuals and organisations can create data sharing policies
backed-up by a formal machine-processable technical language. This is in contrast to the classic
service-client data sharing model where clients commit their data to a service provider after being
presented with coarse-grained “Terms and Conditions” written in natural language, and on which the
clients get only a few and simple opt-in/opt-out options. 2) Enable rich and more dynamic expressions
of access and usage policies. Current access control systems are based on a predefined set of static
rules in order to prohibit access to certain fields of a data repository; these access control rules cannot
express sharing contracts such as a policy that prohibits a data item to be shared depending on its
history of sharing, or on the amount of data already given to the data requester. 3) Develop algorithms
that will allow data requesters to obtain the maximal result set of the query that still abides by the
contracts of the data owners. 4) Support the goal of data auditing [24] which is to determine if private
information was disclosed in answering queries, as well as the goal of accountability [25] which aims
to understand the responsibilities of different parties in data processing. Data sharing agreements
would be central in data auditing and accountability scenarios, since they inform exactly how to (or
not to) use a particular dataset.

Towards these general objectives as well as to implement our particular health data sharing
requirements we make steps to present an ontology-based framework and a policy language to share
health information.

4. Our Ontological Framework

Through exploration of the possible use cases illustrated in Section 2 previously, and through
detailed co-design sessions with clinicians exploring the processes of results’ production and sharing,
we have constructed an ontology to model the foundational information that will be required to
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support the use cases. Previous work has shown how co-design of ontologies can be achieved with
domain experts through the use of controlled natural languages [26]. The purpose of this conceptual
high-level domain ontology is to articulate the different actors, entities and relationships that occur
throughout the genetic testing and sharing process.

4.1. An Ontology for Genetic Relationships

As part of the myKinMatters intervention, those with genetic tests are asked to create a family tree
that expresses their family structure. Participants will typically create a family tree in a genealogical
sense, the interface allowing them to express family connections that aren’t just pedigree familial
connections (blood relatives.) The myKinMatters software understands how to present family
relationships in both genealogical and pedigree formats, with clinicians typically working with the
later. Pedigree family trees are a well established risk assessment tool in clinical medicine [27]. The
Pedigree Standardization Working Group (PSWG) has been developing a standardised vocabulary
and graphical represention for pedigree family trees [28]. The standard allows for expressions of the
relationship between individuals and additional pedigree information down to the granularity of
recording whether multiple gestation is monozygotic, dizygotic etc.

Our domain ontology does not seek to redefine detailed family tree ontologies as existing
ontologies will be used such as that created by Santos et. al., [9].

4.2. An Ontology for Familial Consent

We present the conceptual domain ontology and not reifying it into a physical one, in order to
ease presentation. Our ontology can represent data in the system and allow inferences to be used
to understand conflicts within the system. Figure 2 describes the main classes and relationships
that are required to represent the concepts inherent in expressing consent for sharing in a genetic
information context. The ontology is designed to model both the data being shared but also the
workflows of the processes followed by clinicians and patients in sharing test results. It has previously
been demonstrated that capturing semantic descriptions of intent can enhance workflow practices [29].

A genealogical ontology, such as one reused from [29] is not pictured, but essentially defines a set
of relationships and proprieties associated with the Person class depicted in Figure 2. The domain also
recognises two sub_classes of Person, Patient and Clinician. This introduces the notion of roles within
the system; more may become apparent over time. In addition our ontology is modelling groups of
users, such as a group of patients taking part in the same study and have a collective right on results,
or a team of clinicians. When highlighting conflicts in expressed permissions, or building systems that
might make decisions based on data in the system, the roles involved could provide information on
priorities, weighting of policies and conflict resolution strategies. For example, when highlighting
conflicts, the policies of the patient might be given higher priority than the policy of the clinician to
reflect the current legal polemics. Our system is not seeking to automate decision making at this point
but rather to highlight conflict, so prioritising is not essential, but could be layered on top of the current
ontological structure.

The class Test Results is a key concept in the ontology. A Test Result may comprise of several
Resources. These might be Letters, Full Test Results, Summary Results or Information Resources.
These may have specific properties such as being anonymous, that can be referred to in sharing policies.
Policies are expressed about sharing Test Results. A Person expresses a Policy that relates_to a Test
Result and concerns a Patient. Resources can be anonymous versions of results or summaries. In order
to express that only anonymous results should be shared, as illustrated in the previous use cases (Use
Case 4), it is necessary to express a sharing policy about an anonymous resource. Properties on the
resource entity are used to identify it as anonymous to allow systems built on top of the ontology to
highlight which resources are anonymous when users construct their policies.

Although out of scope of the use cases presented within this paper, our ontology allows the
capturing of specific Diagnoses of a Condition that may be related to a Test Result.
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Figure 2. The myKinMatters conceptual ontology

In addition to information specifically about the Test Result, the ontology also allows the
representation of data about the sharing of results. A Sharing Event captures the notion of Resources
of a Test Result being shared with a Person. This information is required in order to express some of
the conditions that might be included as part of a Policy statement, for example that a result should
only be shared with a niece once it has been shared with their parent.

4.3. Rules and Conditions

Existing pedigree ontologies may contain relationships such as has_grandparent and has_child.
These basic building blocks allow for the expression of complete family trees however a gap exists
between relationships modelled in these ontologies and higher level constructs such as the notion of
siblings, cousins, first order relatives.

With the classes and properties defined in our conceptual ontology we can revisit the use cases
presented earlier with a view of expressing some of the additional vocabulary that is associated with
the conditions attached to the policies. We will use the protege representation of SWRL [30] to represent
these additional relational constructs for compactness.

Clinicians and Patients will likely wish to express policies around broad categories of individuals
as can be seen from the illustrative examples in Table 1. The pedigree ontology may have explicit
representations of some of these, but we are able to use rule based inferences to define additional
relationships if required. Examples of these might be notions of 1st degree relatives, cousins, and
siblings. A first degree relative is clinically defined as a person’s parent, sibling, or child. This can be
defined using the following simple set of rules:

Person(?x), hasParent(?x, ?y)− > isFirstDegreeRelative(?x, ?y)

Person(?x), hasChild(?x, ?y)− > isFirstDegreeRelative(?x, ?y)
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Figure 3. High-level grammar for multi-owner data sharing

Person(?x), hasParent(?x, ?y), hasChild(?y, ?z)− > isFirstDegreeRelative(?x, ?z)

In a similar fashion we can define rules for the notion of siblings.

Person(?x), hasParent(?x, ?y), hasChild(?y, ?z)− > isSibling(?x, ?z)

which allows for a simplification of our third first degree relative rule to:

Person(?x), isSibling(?x, ?y)− > isFirstDegreeRelative(?x, ?y)

The cousin relationship can then be defined as:

Person(?x), hasParent(?x, ?y), isSibling(?y, ?z), hasChild(?z, ?w)− > isCousin(?x, ?w)

In the case of all the rules above, it is assumed that the isFirstDegreeRelative(), isSibling(),
isCousin() are defined as symmetric properties. With this additional vocabulary defined it is then
possible to express some of our sharing policies and conditions using our policy language.

5. A Policy Language for Multi-Privilege Consent

A resource, dn, is a physical or digital object. For instance, a Database may be a collection of
resources, or a resource itself. A resource has a set of properties, which are key-value pairs such as:
id, name, anonymized_version, etc. A resource has a set of owners, O where oi relates to a single
individual who has ownership of the resource. Each owner can express the sharing allowances, or
consent, for the resource, ci.

Figure 3 shows a high-level grammar for a single policy defined in our policy language which
operates over the resources and owners described above. Parts below that are written in bold are the
language keyword. When defining the policy we need to state who is the owner of this policy , which
is achieved by stating the policy owner or author in the place of authorId. A policy is not limited to a
single resource, but can be attached to a set of resources. The resources to associate with a given policy
should go within [URIs], where resources would be separated by delimiter ",".

The body of the policy includes two blocks: Share and Restrict. Those two blocks include rules that
are applied to the resource of the policy. Relations and conditions are included in both blocks which
define the rules. The first part of a rule is the relation, which can encompass generic relationships
and specific identities, such as: parents(), sisters(), firstDegree(), children(Sam), Uncle(Tim). The
second part of a rule is the conditions, using individual properties of the individuals contained by the
relationships such as: age ≤ 15, gender==M, and age ≤ 112 and gender==F.

Semantics of the policy language is simple and intuitive. The id next to author declares the policy
author and there can only be a single author for policy, although multiple policies can exist for a given
resource, one for each associated owner. Next, the list of resources that are associated with policy are
stated within URIs. The body of the policy includes share and restrict blocks: rules in share state the set
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of people who the author wants to share the resources with. Rules in restrict state the set of people
that the author does not want to have the associated resource. Each of the rules in share and restrict
include relations and conditions. Relations evaluate to the list of individuals that the policy author has
the relation with. For instance, brothers() would return the policy author’s brothers. The conditions
filter the people retrieved based on the relation. Filtering can be done by comparing individuals’
properties such as age and gender. Boolean operators and and or can be used in order to combine
several conditions. Conditions can be empty which indicates that there is no condition. Rules within
share need to have a relation and conditions. An example of share rule is children():age > 15 and
gender==F which means share with all policy author’s daughters that are older that 15. Meanwhile,
maternalUncles(): indicates the author wishes to share with the complex class of all maternal uncles,
defined as a rule in the previous section.

Restrict rules return list of individuals which the policy’ author does not want to gain access.
There are three parts of a restrict rule. The relationship and conditions parts behave in the same manner
as described above. However, the third part is called instead. The instead clause allows the policy
author to state a list of individuals to gain access instead of the individuals retrieved by the semantics
of relation and condition for the rule. The instead part itself includes list of rules which are identical to
the share rules. Instead part is complete optional and can be left empty without including the ‘[]’.

An example of a restrict rule is nephews():age<15[parents():,Grandparents():] This is restrict rule
states not to share with all nephews that are younger than 15 years old and instead share with their
parents and grandparents. Meanwhile, a rule such as uncles(Mark):: in the restrict rules states not to
share with specifically uncle Mark. Please note that the condition and instead were left blank but the
relation can’t be left blank.

The policy language allows users to state their preference on who should the resources get shared
with. As identified through our requirements gathering with myKinMatters in Section 2, there is
a difference between the family-tree relationships that patients use, and the pedigree relationships
that clinicians use, even when they have the same names. For instance, "brother" to a clinician is
a descendent from the same parent(s), while a "brother" to a patient could include step-brothers,
adopted brothers, etc. Using an ontology as a part of the policy language will help clearly identify the
individuals used from the relationships stated.

5.1. Expression of Use Cases

Using the example sharing policies for multiple-owner genetic data described in Section 2, we
express each individual’s sharing policy in the language described in Section 5. Table 2 contains the
policy statements for each individual.

UC1 demonstrates very basic policy statements made by three parties: Alice, Alice’s twin and
the clinician. As stated in Table 1, Alice wishes to share with her siblings and children, while Alice’s
twin does not want to share with their brother Ali. The clinician indicates that all of Alice’s first
degree relatives, including siblings, parents and children, should be shared with. Please note that
the clinician in this case uses a different ontology for identifying familial relationships than Alice
does. At this point one could think of additional orthogonal dependencies on sharing that have to do,
for example, with location (e.g., "share only with family in the UK"). Although we do not currently
support spatial sharing dependencies this is something we actively investigate, in combination with
other requirements that come with spatial separation (for example, a privacy law, such as the EU’s
GDPR. which might apply to a certain place but not to another).

UC2, UC3, and UC4 exercise variations in relationships and conditions in both the share and
restrict clauses. In UC4, the policy expressed by the patient indicates sharing of resource D.d1, which
represents an anonymized resource, a version of resource D, which is the full version. UC5 highlights
the use of the instead clause; Erica does not wish to share with her nieces and nephews, instead sharing
with their parents. UC6 represents the use case that the language does not yet adequately support. As
identified in later conversations with myKinMatters users, there is occasionally a temporal element to
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Table 2. Sharing policy language applied to patient sharing requirements.

id Name Patient Other Owner Clinician

UC1 Basic

UC2 Family vs. Pedigree –

UC3 Age Concerns

UC4 Anonymous –

UC5 Conditions –

UC6 Order Matters Currently under
development in our
language.

– Currently under
development in our
language.

UC7 Groups of Documents – –

sharing, e.g., "do not share with my sister until my mom knows." This is not a feature yet of the first
version of our prototype but currently being developed in our policy language. Finally, UC7 shows
how the language can reason over the sharing of multiple resources. In this case, Greg does not want
both G1 and G2 to be shared, only one or the other.

As we can see, it is possible to state all policies and relationships described in the requirements in
Section 2 except for the temporal dependencies, an aspect under investigation; the first deployment
of our user studies currently analyses use cases to see how complex patients may make these rules,
before an implementation is decided upon.

5.2. Conflict Detection

The consent statement ci contains a group of individuals, P, identified directly or through
relationships that the information should be shared with. It also contains a set of individuals N,
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identified directly or through relationships, that the information should never be shared with. If an
individual is in both P and N, the individual is not shared with.

Definition 1. For all ci, cj sharing policy constraints of resource dn, the policy is conflict free if Pci ∩ Ncj = ∅.

Algorithm 1, Find Conflicts, is the entry point that is passed a resource ID and returns the results
of who should get access or any detected conflicts. Algorithm 2 fetches relevant policies, evaluates
them, interprets the semantics of the policies and puts them into a structure that detect conflicts
can understand. Meanwhile, in Algorithm 3, given the semantics of policies relevant to a resource,
determines the individuals who get access or for which there are conflicts.

Algorithm 1: Find Conflicts
Input: Resource r
Output: Print out people that passed resource should get shared with and if any conflicts exist

1: policies← findReleventPolicies(r)
2: results← detectConflitcts(policies)
3: print result

Algorithm 2: Evaluating policies
Input: Set of policies policies
Output: Construct a structure for every policy [Share, Never]

1: results← ∅
2: for all p in policies do
3: shareRules← getRules(p,"share")
4: neverRules← getRules(p,"never")
5: share← evaluateShareRules(p.author,shareRules)
6: applyNeverRules← evaluateNeverRules(p.author,neverRules)
7: never← applyNeverRules[0]
8: instead← applyNeverRules[1]
9: share← share∪ instead

10: res← new RuleResults(policy = p, share = share, never = never)
11: results← results∪ {res}
12: return results

Algorithm 3: Detect conflicts
Input: List of Rules Results results,
Output: Return a final results , the people who should get access + conflicts

1: result← ∅
2: for all i in results do
3: share← i.share
4: shareWith← i.share
5: for all j in results do
6: intersection← i.share∩ j.never
7: if not(intersection== ∅) then
8: result.addConflict(i.policy,j.policy,intersection)
9: allNeverUpdate← allNeverUpdate∪ intersection

10: shareWith← shareWith \ intersection
11: result.addIndividuals(shareWith)
12: return result
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6. Implementation and Evaluation

6.1. Comparison to Other Privacy Management Approaches

There are several privacy and privacy policy languages that can be used to capture either
user/patient privacy preferences or organisation policies. These were developed with different
objectives, ranging from helping users make decisions to enforcing security guarantees. In this section,
we discuss several languages and show that to the best of our knowledge there is no language that
address the health data sharing requirements identified in this paper. We present an evaluation of
these languages against our criteria in Table 3. Some of the languages we have analysed in this section
are open-world while others are closed-word: in a closed system we do not have to guess/predefine a
list of purposes, a technical language can be used to implement any purpose as long as one knows the
“schema” of our data. On the other hand, the privacy languages that were developed in an open world
can combine potential uses (however often written in natural language) with predefined vocabularies
that try to capture possible future uses of the data. By employing an ontology-based approach in this
paper we hope to achieve the best of both worlds.

XACL [31] is XML-based and supports security policies and access policies for XML documents.
XACML is also XML-based and is designed for access control. It supports two-way communication
by implementing a request/response language [32]. There have been many extensions to XACML,
such as developing profiles for usage control [33], for privacy/purpose policies [34], or some of the
languages we study here. With minor effort XACML and its major extensions could capture sharing
dependencies required in health data sharing but they do not capture complex classes of individuals,
or the interplay of sharing and anonymising data. Moreover access control languages are closest to
supporting what we here define that multi-ownership privileges.

The Enterprise Privacy Authorization Language EPAL [35] provides machinery to write
enterprise-wide privacy policies on data and used within an enterprise. It allows positive and negative
authorization privileges. To perform authorisation EPAL considers categories of purposes and of
privacy actions, conditions or obligations. As such one would have to use the pre-conceived vocabulary
of categories to perform some of our health data sharing requirements.

Rei [36] is a semantic web language focusing on annotating web entities with policies and on the
use of distributed policy management. The policy language allows policies that contain obligations
and requirements and the dynamic modification of existing policies. So Rei can express data sharing
requirements such as dependencies and instigations, and as a semantic web language it can also
capture complex classes of individuals. However the interplay of data sharing and anonymization
and the multiple privileges on data is not captured. Another semantic web language featuring similar
features and limitations is AIR [37] (Accountability In RDF). This policy language performs policy
compliance via ontology reasoning, and provides explanations for its compliance results.

Sticky policies [38] are policies that accompany data and describe purposes, retention periods,
and obligations to notify user when data is shared further. The language is able to express complex
sharing dependencies, and possibly classes of individuals. It was mostly developed to allow comparing
of user’s privacy preferences to an organisation privacy policies, similar to P3P[39] and APPEL [40].

The now deprecated W3C standard of the P3P language [39] would be used by web servers to
specify their data handling practices and web clients to use a language such as APPEL-P3P[40], or the
XPath-based XPref[41], to state their own privacy preferences, based on an automatic match/mismatch
between the two parts a webpage would be visited or not. There are several criticism points for P3P
and similar "two-party" languages, such as EPAL[35], and Prime-DHP [42]. First, similar to "Terms and
Conditions", often the policy is an “all-or-nothing agreement” and does not offer partial access. Second,
even when users get options these are coarse-grained and limited to a set of predefined purposes and
operations. Third, much criticism has focused on the security expectations that users had from these
languages since most of them mix traditional adversary-oriented privacy requirements with the ability
to express a bilateral agreement. Fourth, these are custom languages often with no formal, universal
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semantics and with ad-hoc (if any) implementations. Fifth, many of these languages have tried to
model, future and open-world potential uses of the data by a-priori exhaustively listing purposes
for the user to choose from. Lastly, these ad-hoc languages many times are overly complicated,
counter-intuitive and hard to use.

Another platform for enterprise wide data sharing is the Platform for Enterprise Privacy Practices
E-P3P [43], which builds upon the P3P language discussed below. This language develops a
fine-grained model for expressing privacy policies. E-P3P is similar to APPEL-P3P and both languages
can exress rules to control privacy. While APPEL-P3P is used by end users, E-P3P is used by enterprises
to describe their own policies. The language can describe the precedence of the rule against others,
as well as the purpose for which data will be used. These features can capture our requirement for
data sharing dependencies. The language also supports data categories, e.g., “contact data” or “test
results” and this can be used to represent a resource in our framework. We could also be tempted
to create a category of "multi-ownership" data and treat it differently, but this does not make the
multi-privilege semantics that we need inherent to the system as we would like. The language also
supports actions and obligations but not instigations which are not mandatory. Moreover the sole
purpose of the language statements is to evaluate to a “ruling” for accessing a data resource, e.g.,
‘allow’, ‘deny’, ‘none’, or ‘error’. This setting seems complex but also binary that can evaluate only to
accepting/rejecting a condition.

There is another language using the name APPEL [44] (The Adaptable and Programmable Policy
Environment and Language) which is a very useful and simple but expressive syntax available to lay
users in order for them to describe their policy containing triggers, conditions and actions. Such a
language can be used to express sharing dependencies and complex classes of individuals but it would
have a difficulty with the rest of our requirements.

The Purpose-to-use policy language P2U [45] is a policy language that was designed as an
improvement of P3P, to allow the sharing of information across different applications paying particular
attention to not expecting an a-priori list of purposes and uses of data; instead organisation state
their purpose at the data collection time - and then they can only use the data for this purpose. This
extension could support of our data sharing dependencies but these languages still miss most of the
the rest of our requirements.

The PrimeLife Policy Language PPL [46] is an extension to XACML that uses sticky policies as
well in order to provide security guarantees such as the sharing of data without revealing identities.
It supports authorisations and obligations and tries to do access control and data usage at the same
time. Focus is given to the obligation aspect and the language gives flexibility on the way users
express their privacy policies. Still, the language supports working on predefined list of authorisation
purposes which seem to be ad hoc pre-agreed scenarios between parties, wrapped in an XML format;
the semantics of each different rule condition in that format is determined and implemented by the
parties at the time they agree on a vocabulary, which makes the whole approach very custom and
relying on ad-hoc agreements. An extension to PPL is The Accountability Policy Language, A-PPL
[47] which focuses on accountability and collection of evidence of actions. Accountability languages
can capture sharing instigations that is a requirement of our framework but they still miss our other
requirements.

SecPAL [48] is an authorisation policy languages where policies are expressed in logic; policy
compliance is performed via translating access requests to queries against a policy database. SecPAL4P
[49] is an extension for handling personal identifiable information. It is possible to capture our
anonymization versus sharing requirements through such a language but most of or other requirements
are not captured.

All these languages were developed with a variety of reasons in mind. It is evident from our
discussion that no prior language captures our identified requirements for health data sharing.
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Sharing
dependencies

Instigations Complex classes Multi-ownership Sharing vs.
anonymization

XAC(M)L ([31–34]) 3 7 3 3 7

EPAL ([35]) 3 7 7 7 3

Rei ([36]) 3 3 3 7 7

AIR ([37]) 7 7 3 7 7

Sticky Policies ([38]) 3 3 3 7 3

P3P, APPEL ([39,40]) 7 7 7 7 7

XPref ([41]) 7 7 7 7 3

E-P3P ([43]) 3 7 3 7 3

APPEL ([44]) 3 7 3 7 7

P2U ([45]) 3 7 7 7 3

PPL ([46]) 3 7 7 3 3

A-PPL ([47]) 3 3 7 3 3

SecPAL, SecPAL4P ([48,49]) 7 7 3 7 3

Table 3. Privacy languages against health data sharing requirements

6.2. Mitigating conflicts example

It is clear from the sharing statements shown in 1, there will always be inherent conflicts in how
individuals desire information to be shared. In some cases, e.g., Alice clearly wants to share her
information with all of her siblings, while her identical twin wishes to exclude their brother Ali in
Example 1. Other, more subtle cases should be considered though, such as Cathy and her partner in
Example 3. In this case, both Cathy and her partner agree that the children should be shared with;
however, Cathy’s partner requests that they are shared with after they reach 15 years of age.

In the case of conflict, we do not advocate a particular conflict resolution practice. The actual
resolution chosen must reflect the norms and desires of the stakeholders and the culture in which they
exist. For example, in the UK, the patient currently "wins" any conflict regarding sharing. However,
because the clinician has a duty of care to individuals who are affected, we have prototyped a conflict
resolution response within myKinMatters, as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows how the clinician
sets the sharing policy statements within myKinMatters based on an individual and their risk. Please
note that the clinician is not writing Sharing policy statements, or using the language described in
Section 4. Instead, she uses her medical knowledge of the genetic inheritance at play in a given
disease, and identifies who must be informed. If the clinician’s policy conflicts with a patient’s
stated sharing policy, an extra automated process is invoked that looks up the GP of all individuals
∈ {consultantshare ∩ patientnotshare} and letters are sent directly to the GP stating that the National
Health Service believes this individual needs to be tested. This process is shown in Figure 5.

There are two possible extensions that can assist with conflict resolution: priorities and
explanations. Allowing patients and clinicians to express priorities of sharing or not-sharing concerns
may allow either fewer conflicts to develop, or to provide a way for individuals to negotiate. In
addition to this, providing the ability for free-text explanations, that allow users to understand both
why the information should be shared with certain groups, or the reasoning behind not sharing, may
also help negotiation. In order to be tractable, approaches similar to purpose-based access control
[50] could be useful. In purpose-based access control, an ontology expresses all of the purposes that
data may be used for. The access request is accepted or rejected based in part on whether the purpose
satisfies the release-intent. In a similar manner, an ontology may help organize reasons for people
releasing or not data. No matter what, expression of these sharing concerns, priorities and explanations
must not be burdensome to the users, and further work in this area must be explored.

7. Discussion, Conclusions and Future work

Data sharing in a clinical setting can be complex, involve multiple stakeholders, and require the
need to assimilate and reconcile a range of desires and intentions alongside regulatory and disciplinary
boundaries. The work presented here has explored these issues through a worked through case
study of the expression and sharing of genetic test information. The requirements are derived from
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Figure 4. Conflicts can arise when a test result that is applicable to other family members occurs, and
the patient is unwilling to discuss those results with the related members. Consultants can identify
when familial-ownership of the data, because of disease inheritance patterns exist.

Figure 5. If the consultant and patient cannot resolve conflicts in access, an anonymized process that
sends a letter to affected parties family doctor requesting additional testing can be generated and sent.

a co-design exercise that has sought to model the processes and data that exist where patients have
genetic tests carried out and are then subsequently advised by clinicians that they should share this
data with family members.

We advocated the need for new languages that offer machine-processable data sharing and
privacy agreements. We constructed and deployed a prototype application that has allowed us to
examine the processes of sharing familial data and to study user and clinician policies, preferences
and consent. Using this system, and literature on patient-family data sharing, we have gathered a set
of real health-based use cases. In Section 2, we presented seven illustrative use cases that highlight
the challenges and complexities that can exist in the sharing of genetic test results. From these use
cases we were able to distill requirements that underpin our ontological modelling of the system, our
construction of the policy language, and our implementation of the conflict resolution system.

An underpinning requirement is for the policy system to understand the language in which
clinicians describe their sharing desires and policies. In Section 4 we presented a conceptual ontology
to describe the actors, data types and processes that require capturing as part of a permissions-based
genetic data sharing system. Patients will wish to express their family tree information using more
traditional genealogical family tree structures however clinicians will typically be working with
pedigree family trees, that are more applicable to understanding the transference of genetic mutations
through lineage. As such, our conceptual ontology and associated rules need to provide mappings
between both these forms of family tree constructs, but also understand the particular language of
discourse used in discussing sharing desires, in terms such as first degree relatives or cousins.

The information being shared is modelled within our ontology and our policy language caters for
different versions of test results as well as notions of anonymity. As our use cases point to the need
to share results anonymously, this places requirements on any eventual system to both have sharing
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mechanisms that are anonymous, but also for the system to understand where the contents of test
results might be appropriately anonymized or not.

With the underlying data structures expressed, we then presented our ontology-based policy
language in Section 5. This language allows for multiple owners, fine-grained identification of resources
and sharing requirements, as well as a range of complex classes of individuals and data sharing policies
derived from our use cases and co-design process. The goal here is not to prohibit the expression of
policies that conflict, but rather to capture when such conflicts occur. Having articulated the challenges
and requirements of data sharing agreements this then informs the design of our framework and
building blocks. The analysis of this policy language against other languages with respect to meeting
use case needs, detecting conflicts, dealing with conflicts in a real world setting, and instigation.
These are described in Section 6. This section presented an in depth review of related work on data
sharing policies and machine-enforceable contracts. As described in Section 3, a large number of policy
languages already exist, and run the gamut of implementation languages, how they are attached to the
data and important privacy scenarios. We map related approaches and identify their disadvantages
to the use cases we have identified as important in this domain in Section 6. While there is no clear
previous policy language that is an immediate fit for the concerns expressed in this work, we would
like to consider the use of "obligations" as used by many privacy languages, particularly for the use of
the hospital data controller who is not represented within the stakeholders of this work. In this case,
obligations would need to be considered when evaluating conflicts; some conflicts would disappear as
sharing would be deemed unacceptable. In the future we will extend our current work to build a fully
fledged language to capture agreements, preferences, policies, and consent in health data sharing and
deploy this in our developing ontology-based framework.
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